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Nestled in the New Kingdom of Granada is the province of Tunja, home to an image of the
Virgin Mary known as Our Lady of the Rosary of Chiquinquirá. The creole Dominican
Pedro de Tobar y Buendía (1649–1713) was the ﬁrst to write a devotional history of
this image and its shrine. In his prologue, the friar claims many would have ‘eloquently
historicized’ the wonders of the Virgin of Chiquinquirá had they only had access to the
juridical testimonies (informaciones jurídicas) that, for almost a century, had been
locked up under ‘the keys of forgetfulness.’ Instead of allowing his discovery to remain
‘hidden in the archives,’ Tobar published his 1694 historical narrative of her prodigious
self-renewal and other proclaimed miracles in Madrid (prólogo, n.p.). His desire to
shed light on neglected or overlooked favors of the Virgin Mary was shared by hundreds
of other churchmen across the early modern Spanish and Catholic worlds. Collectively
they lamented that oral stories of the Queen of Heaven were lost within the ‘forgetfulness
of time’ (Jesús María 1650, 29r) or ignored by ‘centuries of silence, carelessness, negligence, or the forgetfulness of writers from [past] eras’ (Florencia 1688, 44r).
This special issue, Hyperdulia Americana: sacred history and devotional landscapes,
wrestles with forgetfulness—misplaced papers, urban rubble, melted images, and oral testimonies—as much as it uses it as a source of inspiration to illuminate colonial silences,
losses, and erasures in the Atlantic chapter of the global history of Marian devotion.1
The four essays published here approach these fragmentary pieces of evidence by concentrating on sacred histories (also known as church or ecclesiastical histories) and other
related documents, all of which were crucial for the consolidation of local cults and
their shrines. Devotional histories of holy images, cathedral inventories, juridical testimonies, and iconic compendiums—a sampling of some of the primary sources used in this
special issue—oﬀer a unique window onto the lived experiences of elites and everyday
people across Spanish America. While creoles and European émigrés were the primary
authors of these texts, they often based their work upon the oral histories of indigenous,
casta, and black devotees who provided their testimonies to inquiring churchmen.2 Their
published and manuscript accounts of Marian devotion oﬀer a glimpse of the intersection
between local politics and patronage, not to mention Spanish and indigenous concepts of
urban space and divine protection. These documents also allow us to enter the history of
emotions, speciﬁcally familial and romantic love, as well as ideas of beauty that informed
the production of religious visual and material culture.
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The four essays published here are all derived from papers delivered at a session entitled
‘Shaping Marian cults: sacred history, materiality, and identity in the early modern
Spanish world,’ held at the Conference of Latin American History meeting in Denver in
2017. Although each study focuses on Spanish America, they all seek to understand
Marian devotion within the larger Spanish and Catholic worlds. The Virgin Mary
became a truly ‘global ﬁgure’ (Rubin 2009, xxii) in the early modern period by expanding
beyond the Eastern to the Western Hemisphere. Mariology, as a result, was further developed and debated around the world by churchmen and laypeople alike, especially in the
wake of the Reformation and the Council of Trent. What is important to stress here is that
it was not only images of the Virgin Mary that were globalized through conquest, trade,
and missionary work; ideas of her as a queen, as a tender loving mother, and as a pious
woman were widely disseminated overseas in theological tracts, histories, catechisms,
novenas, and in other oral forms of transmission like sermons, prayers, and songs. The
ways in which the ﬁgure of Mary transcends geographies and adapts to local environments
have been analyzed in depth, yet her role as a social intermediary—beyond a standard list
of popular advocations through which Marian devotion has often been studied in Spanish
America—still demands further attention.
Among the most famous devotions in the viceroyalties of New Spain and Peru were the
Virgins of Remedios, Guadalupe, and Copacabana, all of which have been the subject of
numerous books and journal articles.3 But concentrating solely on these Marian images
distorts our vision of the overall complexity and local character of the devotional landscape of Spanish America. William B. Taylor wisely cautions us not to fall prey to a
‘Wal-Mart style history in which other shrines fell away in the face of the irresistible attraction and relentless promotion of one dominant symbol’ (2005, 947). He had the Virgin of
Guadalupe in mind when he penned these words, but his warning is applicable to all
Catholic regions in the New World. While this special issue covers the three popular devotions referenced above, it also turns to others that have received limited or cursory attention by modern scholars like the golden Assunta of Mexico City’s Metropolitan Cathedral,
Our Lady of Bala and Our Lady of Piety, also in the viceregal capital of New Spain, and
Our Lady of Chiquinquirá of the New Kingdom of Granada. Considering the wider
scope of Marian devotion across Spanish America sheds light on the creation of colonial
societies and the various mechanisms by which diﬀerent populations developed a sense of
belonging to given localities and realms. A broader vision of hyperdulia (special veneration
to the Virgin Mary) also provides a window onto the multiethnic character of Spain’s
transoceanic empire in which manifestations of the sacred—although deeply informed
by imperial and universal patterns—were largely experienced at the local level. Sacred histories and other neglected ecclesiastical records may only oﬀer an imperfect picture of
these past experiences, but they are among the most important sources we have for understanding both the religious and social history of colonial Latin America.

Sacred history and modern historiography
To counter the frailty of human forgetfulness, religious men (and some women)4 penned
sacred histories of their religious provinces, holy men and women, and miraculous images
of saints, Christ, and the Virgin Mary. Although these texts are a staple in scholarship on
colonial Latin America, they have not always been highly favored as primary sources or
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even referred to in a consistent manner. Broadly speaking, sacred history was once an
esteemed genre of historical writing in the early modern period that fell from grace
during the age of global Enlightenment. As scholars developed ‘new arts of reading’
(Cañizares-Esguerra 2001, 11–59) to interpret their sources and more ‘scientiﬁc’ ways
of recording the past, they often mocked sacred histories for their prodigious content
and pious inventions. While these attitudes have guided many studies of historiography
well into the twentieth century, in recent decades a more favorable opinion of sacred histories—like the ones considered in this special issue—is guiding new and innovative scholarship. We would like to begin by brieﬂy outlining how this type of historical writing has
been traditionally deﬁned and categorized before looking at the ways in which it has been
used in recent literature on the Virgin Mary.
Sacred history emerged in the fourth century when Eusebius (ca. 263–339), bishop of
Caesarea, moved away from Greek and Roman historical traditions to focus on the
origins and growth of Christianity (Breisach 2007 [1983], 77–99). Like most subsequent
church historians, Eusebius was a theologian concerned with proper dogma, a Christian
chronology, links to the global church, the role of divine providence in past events, and
the need for documentary evidence. His vision of history signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced historical writing during medieval times and was still an inspiration for religious writers in the
early modern period on a world-wide scale. But by the 1600s, as Simon Ditchﬁeld
explains, sacred history had acquired at least three distinct yet interrelated meanings:
(1) biblical history as distinguished from profane history, (2) a historical account of
the origins and progress of the church from biblical times to the present, and (3) a
manner of classifying books in Catholic libraries (which included ecclesiastical histories,
histories of the popes, martyrologies, and hagiographies) (2012, 74–85). In sum, sacred
history deals with all aspects of the church, includes various subgenres, has intimate
links to hagiography (including works on the Virgin Mary), and has expanded
beyond the classic model originally espoused by Eusebius.
In the past there was a tendency to draw a sharp distinction between medieval sacred
history and the historical writing of the Renaissance. While the ‘sense of the past’ (Burke
1969) was clearly diﬀerent in medieval and early modern times, there are several important connections that should not be overlooked. Many scholars have highlighted the intimate links between sacred history and humanist scholarship, demonstrating that the genre
did not decline with the advent of stricter forms of textual criticism during the Renaissance
(Cochrane 1981; Momigliano 1990; Ditchﬁeld 1995; Grafton 2007; Nice 2009; van Liere
et al. 2012). On the contrary, there was a surge in sacred histories in the sixteenth
century because of confessional disputes arising from the Protestant and Counter Reformations. In this context, textual evidence from past centuries was paramount to theological debates and to justifying diverging Christian practices such as veneration to the Virgin
Mary. Church historians, then, played an important role in the development of a modern
historical method rooted in the pursuit of primary sources even if their vision of the past is
starkly diﬀerent from a modern historical consciousness.
Recent studies have also paid close attention to the practical uses of sacred history, often
drawing inspiration from the research of medieval historians on hagiography. Earlier work
was guided by a positivist desire to separate so-called fact from ﬁction (Geary 1996; Delehaye 1998 [1906]), but from the late 1960s onward there were increasing eﬀorts to understand various aspects of medieval society through writings on the Virgin Mary and other
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saints (Weinstein and Bell 1982; Wilson 1983; Bynum 1987). Whether it was legends of
relics, monastic charters, or vitae, medievalists searched for values and perceptions of
the past in hagiographic writings instead of concentrating on actual historical events
(Geary 1978; Head 1990; Remensnyder 1995; Herrick 2007). Moving beyond the exposure
of pious legends and forgeries, they argued that it is more fruitful to understand why
medieval writers engaged in these practices to begin with. By shifting their focus,
they uncovered the multiple ways in which the sacred was locally imagined and manipulated to further political agendas and to construct corporate, civic, regional, and larger
‘national’ identities.
Scholars of the early modern Spanish world applied these same methods to both
works of hagiography and a plethora of other sacred histories, including devotional histories on the Virgin Mary. Their studies have all explained how Spanish historians rigorously employed the methods of humanist scholarship to establish the validity of
ancient Christianity in the Iberian peninsula (van Liere 2006; Harris 2007; Kagan
2009; Rowe 2011; Olds 2015). This desire for evidence was often rooted in both regional
politics and local patriotism, a sense of pride in one’s patria (homeland).5 Scholars have
viewed sacred history in Spanish America through a similar lens, but their focus has
often been on the ways creoles used these texts to develop a separate cultural identity
from Europe.6 By focusing on the alleged presence of the apostle Saint Thomas in the
Indies, Marian apparitions to humble Indians, or the lives of homegrown ‘saints,’
they have demonstrated that churchmen in the New World were not removed
from larger trends of historical writing in the Iberian peninsula or even the larger
Catholic world.
While sacred history routinely surfaces in literature on early modern Spain, the term is
rarely if ever employed in studies on Spanish America given the favoring of provincial
chronicles as primary sources. Ever since the nineteenth century, church history in the
New World has been misleadingly divided into ‘historical’ and ‘hagiographic’ categories.
The chronicles of the religious orders form a central part of surveys on historiography in
the New World (Wilgus 1936; 1975; Esteve Barba 1964; Lavrin 1989; Brading 1991; Bost
1996) and others that concentrate on only New Spain (Burrus 1973; Camelo Arredondo
1984; 1996; 2009) and Peru (Porras Barrenechea 1986; Pease 1995). In their overall organizing logic of colonial historical writing, vitae and accounts of Marian images are often
ignored, which provides the impression that these works were outside the realm of
‘history’ in viceregal times.
The work of Antonio Rubial García (2002) is an important contrast to most scholarship
on colonial historiography. He suggests that sacred history should be divided into three
general categories: (1) hierophanic literature (often referred to as devotional history),
(2) individual hagiography (often called sacred biography), and (3) religious chronicles
(whether a provincial chronicle or mission history). The essays in this special issue take
inspiration from Rubial García’s use of early modern forms of classiﬁcation in the
Spanish world, a more fruitful way of understanding historical writing at the time. A
look at the work of the Spanish bibliographer Nicolás Antonio (1617–1684) aﬃrms this
position. In the index to his Bibliotheca Hispana (1999 [1672]), Antonio provides a bibliographic catalog that includes several general classiﬁcations with subclasses below
each one. Under the classiﬁcation of ‘history’ one ﬁnds ‘lives of the saints and illustrious
men’ and ‘sacred or ecclesiastical history.’ Below ‘theology’ is a series of works dedicated to
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Mary, Joseph, and her parents that tellingly includes ‘histories of sacred images of Mary
the Mother of God.’ Across Spain and Spanish America, these devotional texts were considered true history because, as David A. Brading rightly points out, ‘sacred history [is]
theology in a historic form’ (2009, 78).

Devotional histories and devotion to the Virgin Mary
Devotional histories outlining the origins of Marian images and their shrines only developed in the Spanish world in the sixteenth century.7 These texts were based upon the juridical investigations of bishops and the miracle books of local priests (Christian 1981b).
One of the earliest examples is the Libro de la historia y milagros hechos a inuocación
de Nuestra Señora de Montserrat (1550 [1536]), a work attributed to the Benedictine
monk Pedro de Burgos (1460–1536). The Libro oﬀers a summary of the physical geography of Montserrat together with a narrative of the statue’s discovery. These details are followed by an overview of the monastery, the popularity of the cult, and the indulgences
granted to pilgrims. Of particular interest is a description of the image itself, one which
focuses on its materiality with special attention to its facial features. Burgos ends by
reviewing the miracles attributed to Our Lady of Montserrat in the lives of ﬁfty-nine devotees. Many other church historians—most of them friars—centered their attention on
other Marian images with a similar structure in their accounts. Their goal was to exalt
the Mother of God while also promoting their religious orders, expanding the fame and
ﬁnances of the shrines under their care. With time, devotional histories importantly
included a subtext to emphasize the singularity of the realms in which each of the
images were venerated, thus mingling faith with regional pride.8
Hundreds of churchmen like Burgos sifted through ecclesiastical archives, interviewed
devotees, and read through works of history and theology to uncover the origins of local
devotions across the Spanish world. Abbreviated versions of their devotional histories continue to be sold at local shrines even today and guide pilgrims in their quest for divine
immanence. These texts—both past and present—are part of complex strategies to
enhance devotional practice and to raise funds for local churches, some of the reasons
why they pose interpretive problems for modern scholars. An important work that signaled a change in both style and perspective is Rubén Vargas Ugarte’s Historia del culto
de María en Hispanoamérica y de sus imágenes y santuarios más celebrados (1931).9
While Vargas Ugarte expresses his Catholic piety in this study as a Jesuit, he also oﬀers
a deep social interpretation of Marian devotion. José Augusto Sánchez Pérez shares a
similar vision in El culto mariano en España (1943), a text he wrote after gaining a reputation as a historian of science. Both these works provide useful indexes organized by
nomenclature and location that are still useful for mapping the cult of the Virgin Mary
throughout the Spanish world.
In the past half-century, historians have taken the study of Marian images to another
level, drawing upon sacred histories to analyze them in the context of complex social processes and identity building. Of particular importance is the work of William A. Christian
Jr., who dedicated two full books (1981a, 1981b) to Spanish devotional practices with the
goal of explaining ‘how people experience both the worlds they knew and the world they
had to imagine’ (1981b, 9). He relevantly characterizes three types of Marian ‘social
visions’: (1) stories that narrate apparitions proper, that is, where direct sensory contact
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was described by people of humble origins, (2) stories related to images that presented
signs like weeping, sweating or bleeding, and (3) stories of ﬁnding statues or paintings.
What is unique about Christian’s approach to Marian (and other) apparitions is his
emphasis on local religion, the ways in which everyday people developed popular traditions that overlapped with oﬃcial practices promoted by the universal church. His
focus on pilgrimages, shrines, and other pious practices has signiﬁcantly shaped the
ways in which scholars understand Marian devotion in Spanish America, which is the
result of complex interactions between Spanish Catholicisms and indigenous religions
(Nesvig 2006).
One of the best applications of Christian’s concept of local religion is, in our perspective, William B. Taylor’s work on devotional practices in New Spain. While previous scholars had sought to discredit divine apparitions or illuminate elements of creole patriotism
in devotional histories, Taylor shifted his focus to the multivalent meanings of images to
understand faith and the workings of colonial power at the local level. He paid close attention to the Virgins of Guadalupe and Remedios (1987; 1999; 2003) without losing sight of
a multitude of other Marian advocations popularly venerated outside of Mexico City
(2010; 2011; 2016). By moving ‘beyond hagiography’ to the lived experiences of everyday
devotees of the Virgin Mary, Taylor has provided a valuable framework in which to understand the larger devotional landscape of New Spain. He also succeeds in giving weight to
Marian images as valid historical sources for interpreting local religious practices. By
acknowledging the need ‘to put the pictures, as a means of communication, on the
same plane with written texts and spoken words’ (2010, 6), Taylor uses icons of the
Virgin Mary as cultural artifacts with agency capable of shaping social relationships
instead of viewing them as standard illustrations to be included in histories of colonial
Latin America.
While Taylor’s scholarship is rooted in New Spain, his interpretation of local religion
and Marian devotion is still guided by a transatlantic perspective. Several other scholars
have also looked for textual and iconic connections between advocations of the Virgin
Mary in both Spain and across Spanish America. Kenneth Mills (2002; 2003) traces the
travels of the Jeronymite alms collector Diego de Ocaña (ca. 1570–1608) throughout
Spain, Peru, and New Spain, illuminating his eﬀorts to spread the cult of the Virgin of
Guadalupe of Extremadura, not to mention Andean appropriations of her image and
the emergence of local Christianities. Linda Hall (2004) and Amy Remensnyder (2014)
examine Marian devotion in the culturally and ethnically diverse world of medieval
Iberia, where Muslims, Christians, and Jews lived side by side, while also considering
the role Mary played in narratives of conquest across the Atlantic. As their studies demonstrate, much like in the Reconquista of Spain, the Virgin Mary was signiﬁcantly transformed from Jesus’s compassionate mother to one of the most prominent ﬁgures on
the battle ﬁeld, one who helped to spread cultural values along with her devotion.
These studies of Marian devotion straddle the Atlantic, but many others from various
disciplines prioritize images from speciﬁc regions within Spanish America. To name only
a few for New Spain, historians have concentrated on the Virgin of Remedios (Miranda
Godínez 2009), Our Lady of Izamal (González Cicero 2006), the Virgin of Zapopan
(Aceves Ávila 2016; 2017), and Our Lady of Ocotlán (Martínez Baracs 2000). The
Virgin of Guadalupe, however, has by far received the most scholarly attention given
her status as a symbol of Mexican national identity. While the literature is far too vast
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to cite here, among the most inﬂuential historical studies are those by Edmundo
O’Gorman (1986), Staﬀord Poole (1995; 2006), and David A. Brading (2001). All three
carefully examined sixteenth-century sources to understand the true role the Virgin of
Guadalupe played in early conversion campaigns, sharing the premise that the cult was
primarily directed to creole audiences in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.10
For Spanish South America, Our Lady of Copacabana has been the focus of a signiﬁcant
amount of scholarship, much of it shaped by an anthropological spirit of inquiry. Several
studies have looked at miracles and the development of confraternities in her name (Berg
2002; Sordo 2006; Costilla 2010) while others have focused on the intersection between
pilgrimage patterns and Incan myths (MacCormack 1984; 2010; Salles-Reese 1997;
Ramos 2005). The consensus is that native approaches to the sacred in the Andes—like
in other regions of Spanish America—are key to understanding the development of
Marian devotion in the region throughout the colonial period.
Historians have been primarily interested in the social and cultural aspects of Marian
devotion, a perspective that is now shared by art historians. Until recently though, this
discipline has mainly followed an iconographic perspective. Among the most relevant
studies using this approach are those by Barbara Duncan (1986), Suzanne StrattonPruitt (1994),11 and Hector H. Schenone (2008). Schenone’s work, in particular, is a
modern-day atlas marianus that oﬀers a broad comparative study of depictions of the
Virgin Mary in diﬀerent media throughout Spanish America, with useful connections
between images and their shrines across periods and geographies. Within art history,
interest in tracing the historic relevance of Marian icons is indeed burgeoning, the consequence of an epistemological turn in which images are being analyzed beyond their
aesthetic components or artistic contexts in hope of uncovering larger social processes
(Belting 1994; Freedberg 1989; Carlos Varona et al. 2008). Two pioneers within this perspective that focus on the Spanish world are Susan Webster (1998) and Felipe Pereda
(2007). The former prioritizes the study of three-dimensional images carried in processions in southern Spain by analyzing the ritual settings that activated them in the public
sphere. The latter focuses on the politics of sacred images implemented between 1478
and 1501 by the Catholic Kings, providing a useful frame for understanding the use
of Marian imagery in the context of military conquest, religious conversion, and
general inculturation.
Francisco de la Maza’s work was certainly groundbreaking in the historiography on
New Spain, a combination of art history with social and intellectual history. In 1953 he
analyzed the cult of the Virgin of Guadalupe as an image to be read in its religious
context, a perspective adopted and transformed by Jaime Cuadriello (1989; 2001) and
recently followed by several Mexican scholars with research interests that extend far
beyond the shrine at Tepeyac.12 Cuadriello has revolutionized the ﬁeld of visual religious
history in New Spain by juxtaposing an erudite theological perspective of sermons and
religious writings with a profound understanding of the social uses of images and their
copies. More recently, Jeanette Favrot Peterson has oﬀered a comparative study (2014)
of three major locations in which the cult of the Virgin of Guadalupe spread: Spain,
South America, and New Spain. Her analysis is based on the ‘cultural practices of
seeing,’ which allow her to consider the diﬀerent responses the three had in their local
environments. Other important Marian advocations have also been considered by art historians. Ilona Katzew, for example, has written on the Virgin of the Macana (1998) and
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Cristina Cruz González has examined Our Lady of El Pueblito (2009). The latter’s analysis
of El Pueblito, an image born out of an iconographic ‘invention’ of Peter Paul Rubens
(1577–1640), not only enlightens our understanding of how the Flemish inﬂuenced artistic
practice in New Spain, but also allows for a relevant discussion of Franciscan visual
politics.
As for Spanish South America, Carol Damian (1995), Carolyn Dean (1996), and Maya
Stanﬁeld-Mazzi (2013) have all focused on diﬀerent images of the Virgin Mary, highlighting the inﬂuence of indigenous imagery in Catholic icons. The relationship between
foreign and local elements—whether visual, theological, or devotional—has been contentious. While Damian understands the triangular shape that distinguishes most Marian
images as a syncretic representation of la Pachamama (the Inka Earth Mother),
Stanﬁeld-Mazzi, using Our Lady of Pomata as a case study to understand the local adaptation of the Christian divine, demonstrates that mountain-like attributes were also
present in many European images compiled in seventeenth-century Marian treatises.13
Other art historians have turned to Marian images like Our Lady of Copacabana
(Alcalá 2009; 2010; Davidson 2010; Lloyd 2017), Our Lady of Chiquinquirá (Cummins
1999; Vences 2008), Our Lady of Cocharcas (Engel 2009), and Our Lady of Montserrat
in Chinchero (Nair 2007). Their works provide detailed analyses on the makers of these
miraculous images, the many copies that were made to promote local cults, and the
relationship these images had in the construction of symbolic landscapes. Some of these
studies also concentrate on the materiality of the statues, an increasingly important line
of research that is best exempliﬁed in the work of Gabriela Siracusano (2015), an art historian who works in close collaboration with chemists and art conservators to study the
physical elements present in Marian ﬁgurines (Tomasini et al. 2012). Her work on Our
Lady of Copacabana signals a direction that will become increasingly more common, a
fruitful combination of science and the humanities that enlightens our understanding
of devotion and artistic practice in tandem with strong implications for economic
and social history.
This brief and necessarily selective overview of scholarship on the Virgin Mary in the
early modern Spanish world conﬁrms both the importance of and need for sustained
research on Marian themes. Representations of her were integral to societies on both
sides of the Atlantic, acting as symbols of power, piety, politics, and identity at local
and regional levels within a multiethnic empire. As a woman and the mother of Jesus
Christ, she was a divine ﬁgure able to morph in dramatic ways in various times and
places, both textually and iconographically. Marian devotion stands out as an important
lens to study this local-global character of early modern Catholicism, especially considering that the Virgin Mary went from being a relatively obscure ﬁgure in the New Testament
to a major historical protagonist in overseas expansion around the world. Various aspects
of this transition are captured in devotional histories of images and their shrines, texts that
have often been excluded from scholarly discussions of colonial historiography. The four
essays in this special issue, however, demonstrate the need to return anew to these works
for a better understanding of colonial societies.
In the ﬁrst essay, Denise Fallena focuses on the Assunta of the Mexico City Metropolitan Cathedral, an image of the Virgin Mary that has been largely overlooked in colonial
historiography. This golden ﬁgure—manufactured around 1610 and strategically placed
within the main altarpiece—is described in detail in several inventories and devotional
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histories from the seventeenth century. Fallena uses these texts to discuss how notions of
divine beauty and artistic representation were intimately connected to aesthetic ideas and
theological principles across the Spanish world. Particularly interesting is her contention
that the Assunta allowed diﬀerent authors to argue that Mary was God the Father’s most
perfect work; they conceived of God as a divine inventor or painter and justiﬁed the use of
gold as the only possible material to capture the Mother of God’s unique beauty. Paradoxically, as Fallena also argues, it was the monetary worth of this divine material that led the
cathedral’s cabildo—at the height of the Mexican-American War (1846–1848)—to melt
down the Assunta to obtain ﬁnances for a new altar that was more in keeping with the
aesthetic taste of the period.
The Assunta was one of several Marian images catalogued in the Zodíaco mariano, a
work analyzed in detail by Jason Dyck in the second essay. Francisco de Florencia
(1620–1695) penned this compendium of 111 Marian images sometime in the 1690s,
but it only came to light after Juan Antonio de Oviedo (1670–1757), also a Jesuit,
found his manuscript and published it in a modiﬁed and ampliﬁed form in 1755. Dyck
demonstrates that while the Zodíaco mariano is a coauthored text, Florencia is the conceptual architect of the four Marian bastions of Mexico City—the Virgins of Guadalupe,
Remedios, Bala, and Piety—featured in the section on the Archbishopric of Mexico. In
his perspective, this quadripartite vision of the viceregal capital reﬂects patriotic and
pious elements of the creole cartographic imaginary, which in Florencia’s case was
guided by Christian astrology and cosmological visions of urban space shared by both
the Mexica and the Spaniards. Dyck argues that Florencia discursively created space in
Mexico City through a Marian cartography, one informed by Marian atlases and
chorography together with other quadripartite descriptions of Tenochtitlan and Mexico
City in colonial chronicles. During a time of increasing encroachment on the northern
frontiers of New Spain, Florencia imagined a Catholic stronghold at its center protected
by the Virgin Mary.
Florencia modeled his symbolic cartography of Mexico City after that of the Mercedarian creole Luis de Cisneros (d. 1619), whose work is precisely one of the two principal texts
in the third essay, written by Rosario Inés Granados. She compares Cisneros’s devotional
history on the Virgin of Remedios with the one the Augustinian friar Alonso Ramos
Gavilán (ca. 1570–1639) wrote on Our Lady of Copacabana. Although both were published in 1621, they have not been adequately compared in scholarship, something Granados does by reﬂecting upon their similarities and diﬀerences in terms of structure,
patronage, and reception. Whereas Ramos Gavilán’s work became the most frequently
cited text on the shrine of Copacabana, Cisneros’s account of the Virgin of Remedios
almost fell into oblivion. Granados argues that the divergent fates of their devotional histories are clearly related to the relationship each friar had with the shrine they aimed to
glorify, and in the diﬀerent roles Mercedarians and Augustinians played in the development of their shrines. Despite the diﬀerences, Granados points out that by incorporating
indigenous characters as key ﬁgures in each of the divine narratives, both histories
responded to ideas proclaimed by the Council of Trent, and especially by those of the
Third Councils of Lima (1582–1583) and Mexico City (1585).
Cisneros’s and Ramos Gavilán’s devotional histories include narratives of miracles
allegedly performed to local people by the images in question, very similar to a trilogy
of texts Karen Cousins focuses on in the fourth and ﬁnal essay of this special issue. She
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devotes speciﬁc attention to the ‘Memoria,’ a manuscript compilation of 234 testimonies
of miracles attributed to Our Lady of Chiquinquirá, collected between 1651 and 1654 by
the Dominican notary-priest and shrine-keeper, Juan de Pereyra. Cousins uses this text—
which was lost at one point and, as a result, has never been systematically studied—to
analyze the ‘emotional communities’ of the New Kingdom of Granada, social groups
tied together by common norms guiding their modes of expression and values. The
miracle stories in the ‘Memoria,’ she suggests, reveal the complexity of human emotions
in acts of love for God and the Virgin Mary. These sacred accounts of divine intervention
detail the conditions and circumstances of daily life in the region as much as they oﬀer a
glimpse of contemporary thought-worlds. Reading through the formulaic elements in
these tales, Cousins illuminates the rhetoric of honor, sheds light on the aﬀections, and
challenges the notion that early modern parents were largely indiﬀerent to their children.
***
One might say that church historians were quite successful in making sure the favors of the
Virgin Mary were not forgotten. They eternalized her name in numerous devotional histories and compendiums, not only in Spain but across the entire Spanish and Catholic
worlds. As her images became the focal point of diverse communities outside of
Europe, her apparitions took on local characteristics as devotional practices blended
with pre-Christian rituals. Given the multivalent meanings of her various advocations,
there are still many stories to be told about the Virgin Mary in colonial contexts. The Jeronymite Gabriel de Talavera, however, provides a reminder of how diﬃcult this task really
is. ‘[T]ruth is the daughter of time,’ he explains in his history of the Virgin of Guadalupe of
Extremadura, because ‘several things have been discovered and brought to light that forgetfulness has buried’ (1597, 324r). One must keep digging in the archives to make sense of
these historical silences, much like church historians did in the early modern period.

Notes
1. While this special issue focuses on Marian devotions, it is important to point out that several
crosses and cruciﬁxes had popular followings during the colonial period as well. For a
sampling of recent studies, see Taylor 2005, Hughes 2010, Wake 2010, and Burdette 2012.
2. Natives appear more frequently in apparition narratives and miracles stories in Spanish
America than those of other ethnic backgrounds. For an example of Marian devotion
among African slave communities, see Díaz 2000. A few examples for the Philippines are
Clarke 2013, 24–31, and Cruz 2015, 23–80.
3. For the Virgin of Remedios, see Flores Solis 1972; Curcio-Nagy 1996; Alberro 1997; Miranda
Godínez 2001; 2009; and Granados 2012. For the Virgin of Guadalupe, see Lafaye 1976;
O’Gorman 1986; Taylor 1987; 1999; Poole 1995; 2006; Brading 2001; and Peterson 2014.
And for the Virgin of Copacabana, see MacCormack 1984; Salles-Reese 1997; Berg 2002;
Costilla 2010; Davidson 2010; Ramos 2005; and Lloyd 2017.
4. Although many remained in manuscript form, nuns wrote several conventual chronicles and
other hagiographies during the colonial period. See Lavrin 2008, 310–50, and Marcos
Sánchez 2017, 75–86.
5. For a discussion of the signiﬁcance of the patria in the early modern Spanish world, see Elliott
2009, 173–92.
6. Some of the most important studies on what has been traditionally called creole patriotism
include Lafaye 1976; Lavallé 1993; Hampe Martínez 1998; Rubial García 1999; Alberro 1999;
Brading 1991; Morgan 2002; and Myers 2003.
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7. Accounts of miraculous apparitions of the Virgin Mary, however, were popular in Spain since
the thirteenth century, especially in the form of poems and songs. Among the most famous
examples are the Cantigas de Santa María, attributed to King Alfonso X (1221–1284), and
the Milagros de Nuestra Señora by Gonzalo de Berceo (ca. 1197–1264) (Crémoux 2009;
Montoya Martínez 1999).
8. An early example that incorporates this emphasis on sacred territory is Francisco Pereda’s
(d. 1612) Historia de la santa y devotissima imagen de Nuestra Señora de Atocha (1604).
Portús Pérez (2000), Río (2000), and Schrader (2006) all study this image, which was
linked to the history of Madrid exactly at a moment when the villa was pushing hard to
serve as the capital of the empire.
9. Vargas Ugarte published this work again in an expanded version under a new title: Historia
del culto de María en Iberoamérica y de sus imágenes y santuarios más celebrados (1947;
1956).
10. Given the heavy focus on Spanish accounts of the Virgin of Guadalupe, Burkhart’s (2001)
work deserves special mention here for looking at other forms of Marian devotion in sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century sources in Nahuatl.
11. Stratton-Pruitt has also edited several key studies that have expanded perspectives of art
history in Spanish America. Of particular importance is her volume (2006) that directly
deals with Marian iconography in colonial Andean painting.
12. The work of Cuadriello, together with that of Taylor, has been an inspiration to a generation
of young scholars writing dissertations on Marian devotion throughout New Spain. For a few
examples, see Fallena 2008; 2014; García Jiménez 2017; Granados 2012; Pascacio 2012;
Pulido Echeveste 2014; Rivera 2010; Rodríguez Parra 1996; and Ruíz Jaramillo 2007. The
current interest in the study of miraculous images in Mexican scholarship is equally
evident in recent conferences and seminars organized by the Escuela Nacional de Estudios
Superiores, Morelia (https://interseccionesdelaimagen.com) and El Centro de Estudios
Históricos de El Colegio Mexiquense (Seminario santos, devociones e identidades).
13. Stanﬁeld Mazzi notes that the ﬁnal edition of the Atlas Marianus (1672) by Wilhelm von
Gumppenberg (1609–1675), a German Jesuit, contains 1,200 stories of Marian apparitions
across Europe in which images appear in triangular shapes (2013, 140).
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